CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES AND FUTURE CHALLENGES

HARVESTING CANCER
GENOME DATA

THE PUBLICATION LANDSCAPE OF WHOLE GENOME SCREENING IN CANCER

MOLECULAR CYTOGENETICS & SEQUENCING STUDIES FOR WHOLE GENOME PROFILING
Cancer Samples per Publication for Different Techniques
[129417 samples from 2747 publications]
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B−NHL: CLL [344]
B−NHL: MZL [307]
Leukemias: acute myeloid leukemias and MDS [2263]
Leukemias: myeloproliferative neoplasias [284]
T−NHL: NOS [46]
Carcinomas: small intest. adenoca. [37]
B−NHL: NOS [50]
Leukemias: immature acute lymphoblastic leukemias [574]
B−NHL: FCL [337]
Embryonal tumors: teratoid tumors [67]
B−NHL: Burkitt [86]
Carcinomas: prostate adenoca. [695]
Soft tissue tumors: bone tumors [75]
Soft tissue tumors: synovia tumors [25]
Carcinomas: HNSCC [225]
B−NHL: MCL [91]
Embryonal tumors: germ cell tumors [37]
Carcinomas: cervix ca. [246]
CNS: medulloblastomas [240]
B−NHL: DLBCL−NOS [208]
B−NHL: myeloma [485]
T−NHL: Sezary [40]
CNS: CNS PNET [335]
T−NHL: MF [62]
CNS: oligodendroglial [48]
Soft tissue tumors: lipomas and liposarcomas [101]
B−NHL: B−NHL NOS [70]
Soft tissue tumors: myoepithelial [58]
Soft tissue tumors: stromal tumors [174]
Carcinomas: gastric ca. [185]
Carcinomas: ovarian ca. [697]
Carcinomas: renal ca. [370]
Carcinomas: uterus ca. [159]
Carcinomas: SCLC [69]
CNS: astrocytic [1098]
Carcinomas: bladder ca. [327]
Carcinomas: breast ca. [4599]
Carcinomas: colorectal ca. [1162]
Soft tissue tumors: mesothelial tumors [48]
Carcinomas: HCC [275]
Carcinomas: NSCLC [382]
Carcinomas: melanocytic neoplasias [719]
Soft tissue tumors: fibromas fibroblastic and fibrosarcomas [89]
Carcinomas: esophagus ca. [160]
CNS: neuroblastic [374]
CNS: ependymal [68]
Carcinomas: pancreas adenoca. [55]
Soft tissue tumors: sarcomas other [42]

GENOMIC COPY NUMBER IMBALANCED PROVIDE
WIDESPREAD SOMATIC VARIANTS IN CANCER
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Abstract
Background: The delineation of genomic copy number abnormalities (CNAs) from cancer samples has been instrumental
for identification of tumor suppressor genes and oncogenes and proven useful for clinical marker detection. An increasing
number of projects have mapped CNAs using high-resolution microarray based techniques. So far, no single resource does
provide a global collection of readily accessible oncogenomic array data.
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ABSTRACT
Summary: Through sequencing projects and, more
recently, array-based expression analysis experiments,
a wealth of genetic data has become accessible via
online resources. In contrast, few of the (molecular-)
cytogenetic aberration data collected in the last decades
are available in a format suitable for data mining procedures. www.progenetix.net is a new online repository
for previously published chromosomal aberration data,
allowing the addition of band-specific information about
chromosomal imbalances to oncologic data analysis
efforts.
Availability: http://www.progenetix.net
Contact: mbaudis@stanford.edu

Neoplastic transformation and progression is the result of
genetic defects arising in normal cells and giving rise to a
malignant clone. During the process of oncogenesis, some
of the usually multiple steps required for acquisition of
the full neoplastic phenotype may represent themselves as
numerical or structural abnormalities in the chromosomes
of the transformed cells.
Over the last decades, the analysis of chromosomal
abnormalities in malignant cells has gained importance
in oncologic research as well as in clinical practice. A
vast number of genetic abnormalities has been identified
in the virtually complete range of human neoplasias.
Several attempts have been undertaken for collection and
classification of those abnormalities, the most widely
recognized being the catalog by Mitelman and co-workers
(Mitelman, 1994; online access through http://cgap.nci.
nih.gov/Chromosomes/Mitelman).
In addition to metaphase analysis of short-term
cultivated tumor cells or tumor cell lines, molecular
cytogenetic techniques have recently been applied to the
analysis of chromosomal abnormalities in primary tumor
tissues. One of the more widely used screening techniques
is Comparative Genomic Hybridization (CGH; Kallion-

iemi et al., 1992; du Manoir et al., 1993). Briefly, this
method is based on the competitive in-situ hybridization
of differentially labeled tumor versus normal genomic
DNA to normal human metaphase spreads. The calculation of the intensity ratios of the two fluorochromes
gives an overview about relative gains and losses of DNA
in the tumor genome with mapping to the respective
chromosomal bands. The identification of frequently
imbalanced regions in tumor entities may point towards
tumor suppressor gene or proto-oncogenes mapping to
the respective chromosomal bands. Usually, the result of
those experiments is communicated either in text format
according to the International System for Cytogenetic
Nomenclature (Mitelman, 1995) or graphically, with
aberration bars next to chromosomal ideograms for the
representation of chromosomal gains and losses.
Because in each experiment CGH analysis covers the
whole number of chromosomes, the comparision of data
sets from related malignancies could lead to the delineation of common as well as divergent genetic pathways
defining the respective malignant phenotypes. Although
an extremely large number of malignant tumors has been
analyzed using this technique, no comprehensive CGH
database with band-specific chromosomal aberration
information is publicly available† .
A minimal requirement for such a database would be
the conversion of the text or graphical information used
in publications to data tables, representing the information
about the aberration status of single chromosomal bands
for each case. For the site discussed here, this process
includes: (1) the transformation of the published results
in a format adapted from the ISCN, and (2) the automatic
generation of the band specific aberration table.
Due to format variations of the published data, step 1
consists of the manual conversion of the text data or
evaluation and conversion of the graphical representations,
respectively. Due to the (in computational terms) odd

Methodology/Principal Findings: We here present arrayMap, a curated reference database and bioinformatics resource
targeting copy number profiling data in human cancer. The arrayMap database provides a platform for meta-analysis and
systems level data integration of high-resolution oncogenomic CNA data. To date, the resource incorporates more than
40,000 arrays in 224 cancer types extracted from several resources, including the NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO),
EBI’s ArrayExpress (AE), The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), publication supplements and direct submissions. For the majority
of the included datasets, probe level and integrated visualization facilitate gene level and genome wide data review. Results
from multi-case selections can be connected to downstream data analysis and visualization tools.
Conclusions/Significance: To our knowledge, currently no data source provides an extensive collection of high resolution
oncogenomic CNA data which readily could be used for genomic feature mining, across a representative range of cancer
entities. arrayMap represents our effort for providing a long term platform for oncogenomic CNA data independent of
specific platform considerations or specific project dependence. The online database can be accessed at http//www.
arraymap.org.
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Links to a number of online CGH resources with different scopes can be
found at www.progenetix.net.
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Throughout the last two decades, molecular-cytogenetic techniques have been applied to scan genomic copy number profiles in
virtually all types of human neoplasias. For whole genome analysis,
these techniques predominantly consist of chromosomal and array
comparative genomic hybridization (CGH), including CNA
detection by cDNA and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
arrays [10–12]. While chromosomal CGH has a limited spatial
resolution of several megabases, the resolution of recent array
based technologies (aCGH) is mainly limited due to cost/benefit
evaluations instead of technical obstacles. In this article, we use the
terms ‘‘array CGH’’ and ‘‘aCGH’’ for all technical variants of
whole genome copy number arrays. This includes e.g. single color
arrays for which regional copy number normalization is performed
through bioinformatics procedures applied to external references
and internal data distribution.
The flood of new insights into structural genomic changes in
health and disease has led to an increased interest in genomic data
sets in genetic and cancer research. Several systematic studies of
CNAs across many cancer types have been performed [13,14].

Genomic copy number abnormalities (CNAs) are a relevant
feature in the development of basically all forms of human
malignancies [1]. Many genomic imbalances are recurrent and
display tumor-specific patterns [2,3]. It is believed that these
genomic instabilities reveal mutations in tumor suppressor genes
and oncogenes which eventually result in a clone of fully malignant
cells. Investigation of CNA hot spots (chromosomal loci frequently
involved in CNA) has proven to be an effective methodology to
identify novel cancer-causing genes [4,5]. On a systems level, CNA
data along with expression or somatic mutation data is used to
detect pathways altered in cancers and to deduce functional
relevance of pathway members [6,7]. Since many CNAs have
been attributed to specific tumor types or clinical risk profiles, in
some entities copy number profiling is employed to characterize
different biological as well as clinical subtypes with implications for
treatment and individual prognosis. Subtype-associated CNA
regions are used to predict causative genes, furthering understanding of biological differences and leading to discovery of new
therapeutic targets [8,9].
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techniques

cCGH, aCGH, WES, WGS

aCGH (+?)

scope

sample (e.g. combination of several
experiments); literature tracking

experiment

content

>31000 samples
>2700 publications

>60000 arrays

raw data
presentation

no (link to sources if available)

yes (raw, log2, segmentation if
available)

per sample reanalysis

no; supervised result (mostly as
provided through publication)

yes (re-segmentation,
thresholding, size filters ...)

final data

annotated/interpreted CN status for
GP and cytogenetic regions

unsupervised CN status for
GP and cytogenetic regions

main
purposes

• Distribution of CNA target regions • Gene specific hits
in most tumor types (>350 ICD-O) • Genome feature correlation
(fragile sites ...)
• Cancer classification

THE ARRAYMAP CANCER GENOME RESOURCE
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THE PUBLICATION LANDSCAPE OF WHOLE GENOME SCREENING IN CANCER

SHIFT TO SEQUENCING BASED TECHNIQUES LEADS TO SEVERELY LIMITED DATA ACCESSIBILITY
Cancer Samples per Publication for Different Techniques
[129417 samples from 2747 publications]
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GA4GH API promotes sharing
G

The mission of the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health is to accelerate
progress in human health by helping to establish a common framework of
harmonized approaches to enable eﬀective and responsible sharing of
genomic and clinical data, and by catalyzing data sharing projects that
drive and demonstrate the value of data sharing.

David Haussler

GA4GH - SETTING THE COURSE FOR FEDERATED GENOME DATA

GA4GH DATA ANNOTATION PRINCIPLES
▸ Ontologies
▸ limited use of named attributes
▸ “OntologyTerm” object type as core for biological and experimental features

▸ External standards
▸ ISO8601 time formats

▸ GA4GH managed standards
▸ maintenance of core sequence file and data formats (VCF, BAM …) through
affiliate partners/members of the Data Working Group
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GA4GH METADATA OBJECT DEVELOPMENT

METADATA SCHEMA - “BIODATA” OBJECTS
▸ Individual (i.e., basic biological entity) and
BioSample (e.g. micro dissected part of a
tissue biopsy, environmental sample) are
the basic “Bioobjects”
▸ Experiment describes the technical
procedures used in the analysis of (an
aliquot) of the BioSample
▸ Analysis may be used to store
“interpreted” results of an experiment
▸ VariantAnnotationSet and other low-level
analyses reference Individual, Biosample,
Experiment for feature inheritance

OBJECT ANNOTATIONS

ONTOLOGYTERM IN THE GA4GH SCHEMA - CURRENT STATUS
/**
An ontology term describing an attribute. (e.g. the phenotype attribute
'polydactyly' from HPO)
*/
record OntologyTerm {
/**
Ontology source identifier - the identifier, a CURIE (preferred) or PURL for an
ontology source e.g. http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/hp.obo
It differs from the standard GA4GH schema's “id” in that it is a URI pointing to
an information resource outside of the scope of the schema or its implementation.
*/
string id;
/* Ontology term - the representation the id is pointing to.*/
union { null, string } term = null;
/**
Ontology source name - the name of ontology from which the term is obtained
e.g. 'Human Phenotype Ontology'
*/
union { null, string } sourceName = null;
/**
Ontology source version - the version of the ontology from which the OntologyTerm
is obtained; e.g. 2.6.1. There is no standard for ontology versioning and some
frequently released ontologies may use a datestamp, or build number.
*/
union { null, string } sourceVersion = null;
}

OBJECT ANNOTATIONS

BIOFEATURE OBJECTS AS ONTOLOGY WRAPPERS?
"bioFeatures": [
{
"description":
"squamous cell carcinoma, base of tongue, stage 2",
"ageAtObservation":
"P56Y6M",
"timeOfObservation":
"2015-03-24T15:23:00Z",
“updateDateTime”:
"2016-04-14T09:02:00Z",
"ontologyTerms": [
{
"ontologyId":
"http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/DOID_0050865",
"term":
"tongue squamous cell carcinoma",
"sourceName":
"disease_ontology",
"sourceVersion":
"2016-01-25"
},
{
"ontologyId":
"http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/UBERON_0006919",
"term":
"tongue squamous epithelium",
"sourceName":
"Uberon multi-species anatomy ontology",
"sourceVersion":
"2016-01-25"
},
{
"ontologyId":
"http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/UBERON_0010033",
"term":
"posterior part of tongue",
"sourceName":
"Uberon multi-species anatomy ontology",
"sourceVersion":
"2016-01-25"
},
],
}
]

ONTOLOGIES YOU CAN TRUST?

http://www.snomedbrowser.com/Codes/Details/276826005

ONTOLOGIES YOU CAN TRUST?

Source:www.snomedbrowser.com

ONTOLOGIES YOU CAN TRUST?

Medulloblastomas are
• embryonal
• neuroepithelial
• brain
• neoplasias

… BUT NOT GLIOMAS & MOST CERTAINLY NOT A NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOURS

Source:www.snomedbrowser.com

THE TROUBLE WITH ONTOLOGIES

ONTOLOGIES ARE RARELY USED IN CASE REPORTING
▸ Medical practice relies on established, slow moving
classification systems.
▸ Medical diagnoses consist of an abundance of
observations and classification items.
▸ We do not have (never will?) enough ontology concepts
for detailed disease descriptions (Where to stop?)
▸ Relationships may help - but how to do them uniformly?
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GENOME METADATA SHARING

CORE PROBLEMS AND CONCEPTS TO BE ADDRESSED
▸ suitability of ontologies as core of metadata features for
federated data mining
▸ mapping ontologies: WHO and HOW
▸ identification of essential non-OT attributes and stable
definition using internationally accepted standards
▸ development of a strategy for implementation of
ontology based data annotations for reference data
resources, e.g. Elixir, EBI, SIB …

ARRAYMAP FOR GA4GH IMPLEMENTATION PROJECTS

DRIVING GA4GH METADATA SCHEMA
▸ arrayMap for GA4GH
•

metadata schema development through implementation
of arrayMap resource data

•

testing of OntologyTerm object for covering biodata

•

implementation using

ontology services

DRIVING BEACON DEVELOPMENT
▸ Beacon+
•

CNV/CNA as first type of structural variants

•

disease specific queries

•

quantitative reporting
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ELIXIR HUMAN DATA IMPLEMENTATION STUDY 2

MAPPING ARRAYMAP TO GA4GH TRANSITIONAL
[

{

},
{

"individuals" : [
{
"createDateTime" : "2015-01-01T12:00:00Z",
"id" : "AM_IND__18769486_MB0262",
"sex" : {
"ontologyId" : "http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/PATO_0020001",
"sourceName" : "Ontology: PATO (Phenotypic quality)"
},
"species" : {
"ontologyId" : "http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/NCBITaxon_9606",
"sourceName" : "NCBITaxon Ontology"
},
"updateDateTime" : "2016-04-13T18:51:01Z"
}
]
"biosamples" : [
{
"ageAtSampling" : "P14Y",
"createTime" : "2015-01-01T12:00:00Z",
"diagnosis" : {
"description" : "medulloblastoma [classic]",
"ontologyTerms" : [
{
"ontologyId" : "http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/SNMI/M-94703",
"sourceName" : "Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine, International Version",
"term" : "Medulloblastoma, NOS"
},

arrayMap

{
"query": {
"referenceName": "11",
"start": "34439881",
"assemblyId": "GRCh38",
"datasetIds": "8070/3"
},
"response": {
"exists": "overlap",
"info": "ok",
"error": null,
"observed": 57,
"NOT_BEACON_ARRAYMAP_DEBUG_INFO": {
"matchedSegments": [
{
"matchedSampleUID": "GSM675751",
"matchedDataSet": "8070/3",
"matchedSegment": {
"SEGSTART": 232718,
"SEGSOURCE": "aCGH",
"CHRO": "11",
"SEGSIZE": 134462435,
"SEGVALUE": -0.2637,
"SEGTYPE": -1,
"SEGSTOP": 134695153
}
},
...

Heinz Stockinger, Séverine Duvaud & SIB Technology Group

arrayMap

"NOT_BEACON_totalInDataSet": 0
}
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RANDOM LINKS

▸ arraymap.org
▸ beacon-arraymap.vital-it.ch
▸ github.com/ga4gh/schemas/tree/metadata
▸ www.progenetix.org/publications/
▸ wiki.progenetix.org
▸ ga4ghdata.org
▸ ga4ghdata.org/Sites/github/ga4gh/biosample/html/api/
biodata.html

